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Abstract—In this paper we discuss the notion of situated
evolution. Our treatment includes positioning situated evolution
on the map of evolutionary processes in terms of time- and
space-embeddedness, and the identiﬁcation of decentralization
as an orthogonal property. We proceed with a selected overview
of related literature in the categories of our interest. This
overview enables us to distill further detailes that distinguish
the encountered methods. As it turns out the essential differ-
ences can be captured through the mechanics of selection and
fertilization. These insights are aggregated into a new model
called the Situated Evolution Method, which is then used to
provide a ﬁne-grained map of exisiting work.
I. BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
The background of this paper is a research project1 con-
cerned with a group of robots that operate in a challenging
environment and permanently adapt their controllers in order
to increase their task performance. Evolution is chosen as the
principal method of adaptation, hence evolutionary comput-
ing (EC) is expected to supply the technical machinery to
enable successful adaptation on-the-ﬂy. This choice draws
our attention to evolutionary algorithms, expecting much
existing work that can be used to drive the evolutionary
mechanics in a group of evolving robots.
Looking around in EC soon reveals that there is a large
variety of evolutionary algorithms, such as Evolutionary
Programming, Evolution Strategies, Genetic Algorithms, Ge-
netic Programming, Differential Evolution, Particle Swarm
Optimization, and more. These ‘dialects’ show a great di-
versity in algorithmic details, but still ﬁt under a uniﬁed
model of evolutionary algorithms and are mainly used to
solve optimization and machine learning problems [7], [4].
In general, evolutionary algorithms are typically applied as
problem solvers pursuing an optimal solution in a search
space deﬁned by the problem at hand.
However, the collective robotics application we envision,
has a very different look-and-feel than a genetic algorithm
solving the travelling salesman problem. Intuitively, it is a
different kind of evolutionary system, where the essence is
not optimization in an abstract search space, but a population
of reproducing agents that undergoes selection in a (physical
or virtual) environment. For the time being, we will use the
term situated evolution for such systems. Such systems have
been studied within robotics, artiﬁcial life, adaptive multi-
agent research etc., and by the different perspective and the
corresponding terminology it is not clear how do they relate
to mainstream evolutionary computing.
The inspiration for the present paper lies in the experience
that on the one hand, systems based on situated evolution
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are clearly evolutionary, but on the other hand are very dif-
ferent from mainstream evolutionary algorithms. This forms
an intellectual challenge, as we would like to understand
the nature of these differences. Additionally, understanding
the (dis)similarities has a concrete technical relevance. The
more than 30 years of EC research has accumulated much
knowledge on evolutionary algorithms (EAs). This knowl-
edge could be used in applications where the evolutionary
mechanism has the same essential properties. However, at the
moment our application cannot be positioned with respect to
mainstream EAs, because there is no conceptual framework
and a corresponding vocabulary to express the similarities
and differences. All in all, our main question could be
formulated as follows:
What is situated evolution and what distinguishes
it from regular evolutionary algorithms?
Thus, this paper should give answer to the following par-
ticular questions: what is the differences between a genetic
algorithm used for the Traveling Salesman Problem and
evolution in Sugarscape?; what is the difference between
evolution in Sugarscape and in evolutionary robotics?; and,
what is the difference between evolution in evolutionary
robotics and in embodied evolution [25], [28]? We return
to these questions in the conclusion of this paper.
The main objectives of this paper are the following. First
we want to identify the most important features along which
traditional EAs and systems based on situated evolution can
be distinguished. This will allow for a categorization of
various evolutionary mechanisms. In other words, we are
looking for a small feature set supporting a coarse grained
map that allows us to deﬁne situated evolution more formally.
Second, we present an overview of related work in those
categories that are most relevant for our intended application.
Third, based on our literature review, we want to distill
descriptive features that allow a more ﬁne grained map of
existing mechanisms within the categories of our interest.
II. DISTINGUISHING FEATURES
FOR A COARSE GRAINED MAP
To illuminate our intuition, let us consider evolutionary
robotics, where it is very common to use an evolutionary
algorithm to develop robot controllers that are ported to the
given robots and subsequently remain ﬁxed [18]. In this
appropach, the (evolutionary) development and the usage
of robot controllers is separated. We, however, envisage
evolutionary algorithms that not only allow us to program
robot controllers off-line, but also provide continuous on-line
adaptation. That is, our individuals, the robot controllers, are
to undergo the development process in vivo, in the physical
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features for categorization.
• The system, in particular, the individuals of the popu-
lation, is embedded in space.
• The system, in particular, the individuals of the popu-
lation, is embedded in time.
The role of space is quite straightforward and in fact
twofold. First, in our robotic application individuals are
real entities in physical space with a notion of ‘location’,
‘distance’ etc. This is obviously not the case for the huge ma-
jority of EAs where there is no distance between individuals
other than in terms of ﬁtness or genotypic variety. Second, the
spatial/locational aspect allows for distinguishing ‘contain-
ers’ and ‘contents’. For instance, in our robotic application
the body of the robot (=container) is clearly different from
its controller (=contents) and we can change the controller
without changing the robot. Interestingly, this phenomenon is
also known in conventional EAs. In particular, in a cellular
GA, the cell or grid point where a bit-string individual is
located can be seen as a container whose contents is the
bit-string. Variation operators (crossover and mutation) can
change the contents (the bit-string), but they do not change
the container (location).
Secondly, there is a concept of time; time passes for our
robots that make up the population between birth, mating
and death. During this time they measure their ﬁtness against
the environment by acting in that environment. In most tradi-
tional evolutionary algorithms, individuals are not acting, but
passively undergo ﬁtness evaluation, selection and variation.
In other words, these operations are instantaneous — at least
from the point of view of the individuals of the population.
A subset of EAs where individuals could be seen as active
is memetic algorithms, where the EA is enriched with local
search. This local search takes place between the birth and
the death of the given individual and it does change its ﬁtness.
This holds both for Lamarckian and Baldwinian systems.
Figure 1 gives an overview of four categories, obtained by
the combination of the features ‘space embedded’ and ‘time
embedded’.
Given this taxonomy, we can now specify more accurately
what we mean by situated evolution: an evolutionary system
that is both space embedded and time embedded. Note, that
both space and time can be virtual here. Hence, our notion
includes systems based on computer simulations, not only
physical agents (robots) in the real world. This deﬁnition
allows us to identify those areas within EC that are most
interesting for our intended application. For instance, spa-
tially structured EAs [22] are highly relevant, while evolution
strategies in general are not.
In addition to the two main features discussed above,
there are further properties that help to capture the essence
of our envisioned system. The most prominent property is
decentralization, motivated by reasons of scalability. In fact,
decentralization means two things:
• The lack of a central authority that decides which agents
reproduce and which agents are replaced.
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Fig. 1. Types and examples of evolutionary processes deﬁned by the
features ‘space embedded’ and ‘time embedded’. NB. The vertical labels
on the left-hand side (Space embedded vs. Not space embedded) deﬁne
the same division as those on the right-hand side (Containers and contents
distinguishable vs. No containers and contents distinction). The same holds
for the horizontal labels: Not time embedded vs. Time embedded is the
same as Passive vs. Active.
• The lack of an omniscient oracle knowing the ﬁtness
values of all individuals.
In our system we assume both of these aspects of decen-
tralisation to be true. Consequently, the agents gauge their
own (and each other’s) ﬁtness 2 in some way and it is the
agents themselves who autonomously decide (based on their
ﬁtness information) when to mate and with whom. As already
noted in [6]:
[T]he key element here is the locally executable
selection. Crossover and mutation never involve
many individuals, but selection in EAs usually
requires a comparison among all individuals in the
population.
In other words, the operators that are speciﬁc for decen-
tralized evolution (as opposed to a traditional, centrally
controlled EA) are the selection operators: mate selection
instead of parent selection and an individual survivor selec-
tion instead of a global replacement strategy. The variation
operators need not be speciﬁc, they should only match the
given representation, i.e., the structure of the controllers.
Finally, we are now capable of specifying the type of evo-
lutionary system needed for a collective robotics application
where controllers are evoled on-the-ﬂy: it should be based
on decentralized situated evolution.
III. RELATED WORK
In addition to the general topics and algorithms mentioned
in the Section above (e.g., genetic algorithms, HillClimber),
we found a number of papers related to situated evolution.
We overview these papers here. It is explicitly not our aim
to give a complete review of all related literature, but rather
2For the biologically inclined: we use the term ‘ﬁtness’ in the sense of
‘utility’, i.e., how well the agent performs some task.
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tionary processes in order to concretise the ideas presented in
this paper better. Because of our problem domain (robotics),
we have speciﬁcally looked for papers within this domain.
Later in this paper, we make explicit how our ideas relate to
each of the discussed papers.
A. Embodied evolution
In evolutionary robotics, there are surpisingly few forays
into fully autonomous, localised evolution schemes. Most
follow up –if sometimes only notionally– on Embodied Evo-
lution, which was introduced by Watson, Ficici and Pollack
[11], [28]. This introduces a truly autonomous scheme where
agents broadcast (mutated) genes at a rate proportional to
their ﬁtness (Probabilistic Gene Transfer Algorithm, PGTA).
This does mean that the agents can relate their ﬁtness to an
absolute maximum, so that they do not require comparison
with the rest of the population.
Wischmann, Stamm and W¨ org¨ otter investigate the inter-
play between embodied evolution and individual learning
by introducing a maturation period during which no mat-
ing/replacement can take place. This allows the agents to
adapt using individual learning before feeling any selective
pressure [30]. Although the reported results are inconclusive,
the maturation age was shown to make a difference.
A common variation of embodied evolution uses time-
sharing (running alternative controllers in rotation) to over-
come issues of small population size when few robots are
available. One such example is that of Elfwing et al. [9],
[10]. There, the robots have to harvest batteries to update
their energy level. If energy drops to 0, a robot dies and
replaces its controller with a form of tournament selection
from the fertilised eggs it carries. Utility is measured as the
number of batteries captured.
Usui and Arita [26] also implement a time-sharing variant.
In their model, each robot implements a complete evolu-
tionary algorithm with the individuals evaluated in separate
time slices. The actual evolutionary algorithm runs in a
traditional manner within the robot itself. Locally created
new individuals and individuals received from other robots –
very similar to migration in island-based parallel evolutionary
algorithms– are queued for evaluation, after which they are
placed into the pool of the local algorithm, replacing the
worst individual (unless they themselves turn out to be
worse).
[19] describes another island-based approach where the
robots run genetic programming locally and exchange in-
dividuals asynchronously “based on Microbial GA.” It is
unclear how the frequency of sending genetic material is
decided; this seems to be once every time-step regardless
of utility, but with the utility then attached to the broadcast
material. Received material is incorporated into the worst
local individual (if that is worse than the received ﬁtness).
Sim˜ oes and Dimond implement a fully panmictic evolu-
tionary algorithm where the robots use radio to transmit their
ﬁtnesses; the best individuals survive and mate to create new
controllers with which to reprogram the population. This
implementation has all population members fully connected
(by radio), which does imply issues with scaling to large
populations [24].
Mahdavi et al. [13] present an evolutionary algorithm run-
ning on-board on a solitary robot. They call their algorithm
‘embedded’ to indicate that ﬁtness is based not on simulated,
but on actual achievement.
Another form of embodied evolution tends towards evo-
lution strategies [3], either by having a very small number
of robots (cf. [17]), or running an evolution strategy fully
on-board with a time-sharing scheme as described above
[27]. The latter provides a categorisation of similar work
in evolutionary robotics. Walker et al. employ a rather
traditional evolutionary algorithm with central control (the
“training phase”) to develop controllers in simulation. After
transferring the result onto real robots, a particular ﬂavour
of single-parent (1/1+2) evolutionary strategy further reﬁnes
the controller and adapts it to a changing environment.
The evolutionary strategy seems to run on a single robot.
They stress the need to evaluate performance in dynamic
environments.
The approach of Nehmzow [17] is similar: the population
consists of 2 robots that regularly switch to mating mode,
seek each other out and exchange ﬁtness and genome. The
weaker of the two applies crossover, the stronger either
mutates or takes a single bit from a cached ‘best-so-far’
genome. Note that this is a synchronised (albeit locally)
scheme; the robots stop ’regular’ behaviour after a ﬁxed
amount of time to reproduce.
B. Spatially structured EAs
Another research area that has to deal with the situatedness
of the individuals that make up a population is that of
spatially structured (or: cellular) evolutionary algorithms.
Here, the elements that make up the population are statically
located in a (virtual) grid, possibly with the nodes of this
grid located on different CPUs. To minimise communication
overhead, selection schemes that limit communication to
relatively small neighbourhoods in the grid are preferable.
Situateded evolution in robotics, with chance encounters
providing the sampling mechanism, is equivalent to cellular
evolutionary algorithms with continuous random rewiring of
the connections.
[12] investigates spatially structured evolution strategies;
experiments show that the spread of knowledge through
the network is faster when connectivity extends in multiple
directions (torus over ring, for instance) and is fastest for
a panmictic approach. This is deemed due to increasing
selection pressure and “is coupled with a decrease of the
loss of variability of the gene pool”.
De Jong and Sarma analyse three different mechanisms
for local selection in a spatially structured evolutionary
algorithm [5]. They ﬁnd that local ranking as well as local
binary tournament selection (providing constant selection
pressure independent of actual ﬁtness value) outperform local
proportional selection, which is quite sensitive to the actual
ﬁtness value. In all cases, increasing the neighbourhood
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further increase from 9 to 13 is negligible. They stress the
importance of analysing the variance of selection schemes
(typically by counting offspring for generation 0 from 100
samples). Their bottom line is: combine local tournament
selection on small neighbourhoods with an elitist survivor
strategy. Analysing selective pressure, they conclude that
“higher variance is generally more strongly correlated with
poor search performance when small population sizes are
involved”, so either decrease selection variance or increase
population size if this is an issue.
Eklund tests various cellular evolutionary algorithm vari-
ations, comparing topologies and neighbourhood shapes [8].
He investigates various selection schemes: binary tourna-
ment, roulette, ranking, ﬁtness uniform, best and random
selection. The research conﬁrms De Jong and Sarma’s ﬁnding
that local elitism is required for good performance3. Fitness
uniform selection seems to work nicely, but note that this
performs poorly visavis average ﬁtness ([14]). They also ﬁnd
that larger neighbourhoods lead to faster convergence.
C. Miscellaneous
This Section contains more work that relates to our idea of
situated evolution, but have no common ground as embodied
or spatially structured EAs. We discuss work on island-based
models, gossiping algorithms, social learning and cultural
algorithms.
Alba and Tomassini [1] provide an overview of previous
work from the perspective of parallel evolutionary algo-
rithms; they differentiate between panmixia, island-based and
structured models (and various hybrids). They list the follow-
ing beneﬁts (apart from the parallelism) of island-based and
cellular approaches: “better sampling of the search space and
improve the numerical as well as runtime behaviour of the
basic algorithm in many cases”. For the island model, high
diversity and species formation are well-reported features.
Wickramasinghe et al. show that the gossiping algorithm
can be employed to compare an agent’s ﬁtness to the popula-
tion average without central calculation. In this evolutionary
algorithm, the population size is dynamic: agents can die
(if their ﬁtness is too low), so the population can shrink.
If two agents mate, a new individual is inserted whithout
replacement, so the population can grow. Genetic material
spreads through the population by gossiping [29].
In [25], Smith and Bonacina describe a social learning
algorithm where agents volunteer as partners by sending
‘plumage’ containing ‘eggs’ at ﬁxed intervals (it is unclear
how recipients are selected). When 5 have been received, the
best is chosen (which boils down to tournament selection
with tournament size 5). They note that the effect of certain
choices (e.g. elitism –only accepting eggs that have higher
ﬁtness than oneself– converges slower in terms of wall-clock
3This may be problematic in the context of robotics, as one cannot
determine the ﬁtness of a solution a priori —it can only be determined
over time. Maybe this can be overcome by having two genomes during an
‘elitism’ phase and evaluating the proposed replacement in a time-sharing
scheme before deciding which one to keep.
time) is different in embodied evolutionary algorithm than
for traditional evolutionary algorithm due to things such as
communication overhead.
Reynolds [20], [21] describes Cultural Algorithms, where
members of the population are connected to an explicit
knowledge repository in which commonly available useful
knowledge bits are stored and shared. He describes a rather
sketchy, but apparently centralised acceptance and inﬂuence
functions that actually implement selection based on global
criteria. Kendall and Su [15] describe a similar approach for
their imperfect evolutionary system. Such a central knowl-
edge repository does limit the scalability (all agents in the
population must be connected to the same repository) and
reduces system robustness (by introducing a single point
of failure; if the repository goes down, the whole adaptive
system fails).
Alonso et al. provide an overview of multi-agent learn-
ing approaches that describes mechanisms for imitation-
based social learning [2]. These mechanisms are classiﬁed
into 5 types: contagious behaviour (act like others almost
mechanistically), stimulus or local enhancement (follow a
teacher or parent and learn from their example), observational
learning (observe others and learn from their perceived ben-
eﬁt), matched-dependent behaviour (learning –individually–
to match others’ behaviour), cross-modal matching (exactly
copying a conspeciﬁc’s movement, sounds, e.g., bird-song)
by mapping their action onto own action.
Schwarzer [23] describes experiments where robots impart
their semen/eggs with a portion of their (virtual) energy.
The amount of energy imparted determines which candidate
wins (either to fertilise an egg or to lay an egg in a ‘dead’
individual). Individuals die if their energy runs out and an-
other fertilised agent may then implant its egg, with attached
dowry. The dead individual remains open for implantation for
a certain period, after which the egg with the highest dowry
is used to reprogram the controller. The fraction of energy
invested is determined genetically. Note, that the energy level
in these experiments bears no relation to either the battery
or any task-related utility.
IV. DISTINGUISHING FEATURES
FOR A FINE GRAINED MAP
Based on the above overview of related work, we can dis-
till features that distinguish the methods encountered in the
literature. These feature enable a ﬁne grained map of related
work, i.e., they provide a system in which we can describe
and position the essential mechanisms of the evolutionary
engine in our robot application. We do not explicitly present
such a map literally, but rather a situated evolution method
that encapsulates such ﬁne grained features.
We ﬁrst present this method, and then relate the discussed
work to it. After that, we take another generalisation step of
the method, resulting in a very fundamental model, which
even covers traditional EAs.
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Fig. 2. The situated-evolution method.
A. The Situated-Evolution Method
Figure 2 shows a diagrammatic overview of the situated-
evolution (SE) method, with processes on the left and datas-
tructures on the right. Here, we explain the different pro-
cesses and datastructures involved. As explained above, this
method is speciﬁcally suited for space- and time-embedded
evolutionary methods. Although the process may closely
resemble the biological process of (human) reproduction, this
is not our aim and we have made no attempt to completely
comply with the biological counterpart of this process.
For illustration purposes, keep in mind the introduced
problem domain (collective robotics) as a running example
when we explain the method. To brieﬂy recap, the problem at
hand consists of a number of agents (here: robots) that have
to perform some task and evolution is expected to deliver
successful adaption on-the-ﬂy.
Processes
• mate-selection – at this point, an agent chooses its mates
with whom it potentially wants to reproduce. An agent
may decide to reproduce instantly upon encountering
another agent (which means that the subsequent selec-
tion processes also happen instantaneously). Alterna-
tively, it may ‘remember’ the encountered agent and
later, when it is ready for reproduction, deliberate if
it wants to reproduce with this particular agent. If the
latter is the case, then the agent stores information about
the other agent (typically, its genome) in PARENTAL-
GENOMES (i.e., the set of potential candidates). The to-
reproduce-or-not decision may also take place at the
moment of the encounter, which means that the met
agent is not remembered (i.e., not stored in PARENTAL-
GENOMES) after the encounter. A very important part
of this stage is the ability of agents to evaluate other
agents. Since there is no ‘oracle’ that knows who is good
and who is not, the agent has to ﬁnd this out itself. In
one way or another, such “distributed selection” happens
at the subsequent stages as well, and we discuss it in
more detail below.
• donor-selection – after a set of potential mates is
formed, an agent has to decide with which of its mates
it wants to reproduce (i.e., generate an egg), which
happens at this point. Based on the collected genomes
(in PARENTAL-GENOMES), the agent performs recom-
bination (typically with its own genome) and generates
RECOMBINED-GENOMES. The latter can thus actually
be considered to be fertilised eggs.
• host-selection – now that the agent possesses (one or
more) fertilised eggs, a suitable host must be found.
Trivially, this can be the agent itself – i.e., the container
(agent) stays the same, but its content changes. But
in other situations, the agent may ‘donate’ an egg(s)
to other agents. In some collective robotics scenarios,
agent controllers may ‘die’ as a result of insufﬁcient per-
formance, but their containers are still present (possibly
indicating that they ‘died’). If an agent with fertilised
eggs observes such an agent, it can donate an egg to
this other agent.
• egg-selection – ﬁnally, an agent that is presented an egg
(either the agent itself or another agent, as discussed in
the previous point), may or may not directly accept the
egg. This last stage is similar to donor-selection, but
rather than selecting a mate to procreate with, the agent
accepts (or not) a complete genome to reprogram itself.
Datastructures
• PARENTAL-GENOMES – this is the storage location of
the (original) genomes of the possible reproduction
partners.
• RECOMBINED-GENOMES – this is the storage location
of eggs: the recombinations of the parental genomes
that were chosen as suitable parents. Typically, parental
genomes are recombined with the genome of an agent
itself, but not necessarily.
• CHILD-PHENOTYPE – this is the storage location of
fertilised eggs, i.e., those eggs that made the move from
genotype to phenotype and are ready to be ‘implanted’
on a host.
The SE algorithm
We brieﬂy describe some characteristics of the overall
algorithm here.
Firstly, one way to look at our SE method is as a traditional
EA, but where a number of processes have been made
explicit in order to cope with necessary time (passive/active)
and space (container/content) requirements, as well as the
decentralisation of the evolutionary process. Actually, the
four processes are in this way exhaustive: we cannot think
of any other processes relevant for situated evolution. Sec-
ondly, because of the decentralised nature of the evolutionary
process, each of the four sub-processes may be carried out
by different actors. As mentioned above, egg-selection is
typically carried out by another actor than the other three
selection processes. If we weaken the requirement of decen-
tralisation a somewhat, then we can also push this actor-based
model a bit further: each of the (four) sub-processes may not
necessarily be carried out by each of the agents. Instead, it
may be that mate-selection is performed by a single agent (or
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‘oracle’ for the other agents. Exaggerating this and hypothet-
ically speaking, it may be that all processes take place within
one single agent. At that point of the spectrum, note that we
actually have a (more or less) traditional EA again. Finally,
we already mentioned in the mate-selection step that in each
of the steps there is the issue of decentralised selection.I na
traditional EA, the algorithm has knowledge about all the
individuals and can apply centralised algorithms in order
to select the best individuals, the elite or remove the worst
individuals. Because our algorithm is distributed, none of the
agents contains this ‘global’ knowledge. Instead, agents are
faced with the problem of evaluating themselves and other
agents. This issue opens up a new ﬁeld where the concept
of ‘ﬁtness’ or ‘utility’ is to be reconsidered in this context.
B. Literature
Returning to the examples from the literature as discussed
above, we can point out what parts of the SE method received
attention in the different pieces of research.
Table I overviews the different selection processes (mate,
donor, host and egg) that make up situated evolution, within
the references from Section III. We can do a number of
(remarkable) observations going through this Table. Firstly,
there are relatively many ‘cells’ where a particular sub-
process is implicit. While it is obvious that our newly
introduced terms have not literally been used before, at some
points it is surprising that works seem to not mention the
(sub-)process itself. It is our hope that we make people aware
of the conceptualisation of the introduced selection methods
and that this leads to further and more focused development
of these methods. Notwithstanding, we expect that it is
not always necessary to (re)invent the wheel, as mentioned
next. Secondly, we see that many ‘traditional’ techniques
(tournament, elitism, roulette wheel, parent selection) are
used for the different sub-processes. This is, ﬁrst of all,
not surprising, and, secondly, good news – it means that
for implementation of our (conceptual) maps and methods,
we may largely rely on existing techniques and methods.
We consider furthering this observation in more detail as an
important next step in following up this research. Thirdly,
on the basis of our small survey we may conclude that
egg-selection is most ‘ignored’ process in the sense that is
not mentioned as a separate selection method. But having
said that, one may also say that evolutionary strategies
are actually only about egg-selection. A simplistic view
on evolutionary strategies is that they consist of individual
agents (or: solutions) applying mutations to themselves in
an asexual way. In our terminology, this would be an agent
that continuously or iteratively produces eggs (by applying
mutation to its own genome) and subsequently performs egg-
selection to see whether he wants to replace himself with this
egg.
C. Sample and Select
Reconsidering the model introduced above, we can actu-
ally make one further step that makes this model still more
general. The 4 sub-processes of the model can be consid-
ered as sample-select-sample-select. Here, sample refers to
obtaining information about a set by examining one or more
elements of this set; and select refers to picking an element
from this set – typically based on the information about the
set acquired by means of sampling.
In other words, a more general model would only contain
these 2 steps and consist of a n number of iterations
performing these two steps – in our case, 2 iterations. We
brieﬂy elaborate a bit further on this model, coined SASEn,
where SA refers to the sample step, SE to the selection step
and n is the number of iterations.
Firstly, observe that with making different actors perform
these steps, we can deﬁne a very wide range of different
‘ﬂavours’ of evolutionary algorithms. On one extreme, all
steps can be performed by one and the same actor, making
it a traditional evolutionary method. In that case, everything
is centralised and all information is contained within one
individual. On the other hand, in a fully distributed system
(like our scenario), different actors may perform sampling
and selection. In addition, in a ‘collectives’ scenario (like
collective robotics), one may explicitly consider letting spe-
ciﬁc individuals perform particular sub-processes (so-called
sample- and select-agents) and communicate the acquired
information. Secondly, in terms of more general types of ac-
tors, we can distinguish senders and receivers (for example,
of the beforementioned eggs). If we consider the biological
counterpart (i.e., the human reproduction process) of our
work, then males are senders, and females are receivers. In
a more ﬂuid understanding of the model, these actor roles
can be considerd ‘modi’ in which agents can be – at one
point they are senders, at another time they are receivers. In
a traditional EA, the receiver is by deﬁnition ‘empty’ (a new
individual) and the senders are the selected parents. Finally,
as mentioned, we can represent ‘traditional’ techniques in
this model. We illustrate this by looking at roulette wheel
selection that can be used for parent- and survivor-selection
in a traditional EA: individuals are placed on a roulette-wheel
proportional to their ﬁtness and rotating the wheel results in
a set of selected individuals (either for being parents or for
populating a next generation). Dissecting this method, we see
that one subsequently has to 1) calculate ﬁtnesses, 2) allocate
selection probabilities, and 3) perform selection operators
given the selection probabilities. The ﬁrst steps comprise our
idea of sampling whereas the last step is the actual selection.
In many works, the sampling step is left implicit or ignored
and only the selection receives attention.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we elaborated on the notion of situated evo-
lution. The inspiration came from our interest in evolutionary
applications that involve a population of reproducing agents
undergoing selection in a (physical or virtual) environment,
and the observation that such an evolutionary process has
a very different look-and-feel than most evolutionary al-
gorithms used for optimization. Using the name ‘situated
3282 2009 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC 2009)evolution’ for this kind of applications we could formulate
our main question as follows:
What is situated evolution and what distinguishes
it from regular evolutionary algorithms?
Our level one answer is based on three fundamental
notions: time-embeddedness, space-embeddedness, and de-
centralization. We propose to use the ﬁrst two to draw a map
of four types of evolutionary processes and deﬁne situated
evolution as time-embedded and space-embedded. We do not
include decentralization in the deﬁnition. Instead, we see it
as an orthogonal property, hence allowing both centralized
and decentralized situated evolution.
Our level two answer is based on a selected overview of
related literature that enabled us to distill further detailes
that distinguish the encountered methods. As it turns out the
essential differences can be captured through the mechanics
of selection and fertilization. These insights are aggregated
into a new model called the Situated Evolution Method,
which is then used to provide a ﬁne-grained map of exisiting
work.
Also, we can now answer the example questions posed in
the introduction very precisely in terms of Figure 1: a GA
for the TSP is of type I; evolution in Sugarscape, evolution
in evolutionary robotics and embodied evolution are of type
IV - but differ in terms of the ﬁne-grained map features.
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2009 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC 2009) 3283Reference Mate selection Donor selection Host selection Egg selection
Embodied evolution
[11] agents push own genetic
material at at rate propor-
tional to their ﬁtness (with
known maximum)
agents resist ‘infection’ pro-
portionally to their ﬁtness
implicit: an agent updates its own genetic mate-
rial/controller
[30] equivalent to [11]
[9] unclear when and how it
takes place (is it among the
virtual agents in a robot, for
instance), but it is a separate
step
combined into a single replacement step when a virtual agent dies (presumably
after a ﬁxed amount of time)
[26] push model: individual to
send (migrate) is selected
through roulette wheel, then
broadcast (presumably)
with a probablility based
on its relative ﬁtness
ﬁtness value from the
sender is ignored
either the robot itself or –if
seen at the level of the lo-
cal GA’s individuals– tour-
nament with the worst lo-
cally available individual
[19] equivalent to [11]
[24] synchronised by internal
timers; the robots emit a
“mating call” over the ra-
dio, where they ‘shout’
their identiﬁcation, ﬁtness
values, and chromosomes
best controllers mate (unclear how they are coupled)
and survive, the worst robots are reprogrammed with
the results; exact nature of selection is unclear
[27] implicit (as always for evo-
lutionary strategies)
evolutionary strategy stan-
dard
asexual reproduction after tournament among the three
on-board genomes
[17] implicit: there are only two
robots
asymmetric: the stronger
reproduces asexually, the
weaker sexually (with the
stronger as partner)
implicit
Spatially structured EAs
[12] is called “parent selection”
here: mates are the nodes in
the neighbourhood
donors are either both ran-
domly selected from the
neighbourhood (local se-
lection) or one is ran-
domly selected and the
other is the central node in a
neighbourhood (centric se-
lection). This procedure is
repeated a number of times
implicit: the central node is
replaced
best result is used (i.e., tour-
nament)
[5] as always for spatially
structured EAs, is implied
by the neighbourhood
providing a pool of
possible mates
among the mates, a donor
is selected through a tour-
nament
implicit: it is the centre of
the neighbourhood
‘elitism’: a host is replaced
only if the new egg outper-
forms the current one
[8] neighbourhood compared techniques implied (central node) elitism
Miscellaneous
[29] an agent determines if it is
itself fertile (comparing its
ﬁtness to an approximation
of the population average),
and then its mate is chosen
randomly from the neigh-
bours in the overlay net-
work
random from the set of
mates
non-existent: a new agent is
created to contain the new
genome
not
[25] agents send plumage ob-
jects
tournament when 5
plumages have been
collected
implicit: agent replaces it-
self
not
[23] random; attach dowry highest ‘dowry’ wins inseminate ‘dead’ robots
that one encounters; attach
dowry
highest ‘dowry’ wins
TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE DIFFERENT SELECTION METHODS (MATE, DONOR, HOST, EGG) IN THE RELATED REFERENCES FROM SECTION III.
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